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OATHALL COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MEETING OF THE FULL GOVERNING BODY 
 

Minutes of a meeting held on 18th June 2018 

 

 
Present: Martin Ashman (MA), Stewart Boyling (SB), Rowena Chalk (Chair, RC), 

James Horsman (JH), Zoe James (ZJ), Pete Robinson (PR), Eddie Rodriguez 
(Head, ERZ), Nicky Wastie (NW) 
 

In Attendance: Faye Hatchard (Assistant Headteacher, FHD) 
 

Minutes: Alison Carter (Clerk to Governors, AC) 
 

1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Carl Day, Brenda Brown and Sue Stockwell sent apologies, which were accepted. 

 

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest at the meeting. 

 

3 CDP STRAND 1 (TEACHING & LEARNING) 

FHD presented her update of the Teaching and Learning strand, including an interim check 
of Key Actions, a report on work following the Staff Workload & Wellbeing Survey, and a 
new Email Protocol document for staff. 

Governors asked questions arising from their reading of FHD’s papers, and from her 
presentation, as follows: 

Middle Leaders 
JH asked how staff are incentivised to progress to Middle Leader level – is this done via 
pay increases or via the opportunities offered for professional development? FHD said 
that the progression does bring with it pay increases, but that the programme of coaching is 
very much designed to encourage staff progression. Coaching is fitted into normal working 
hours, and is bespoke, because staff approach middle leader level with a wide range of 
experience and skills. JH asked if staff are ‘hand-picked’ for the roles, or if posts are 
offered to all. FHD said that this aspect of the programme is in development. She reminded 
the Governors of the NQT Plus 1 programme, involving Middle Leader help for recently 
qualified teachers. Federation schools are working together to support their NQTs. RC asked 
if this is also achieved via coaching. FHD said that it is, with Emily Evans as lead. She gave 
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examples of how guidance is provided, e.g. a new teacher spending many extra hours on 
lesson preparation is coached in how to reduce the workload. RC asked if NQT Plus 1 leads 
to mentoring, and FHD confirmed that it does. 
 
JH reported how impressed he was (at his Strand meeting with FHD and ZJ) with the 
practice of using video footage of a lesson in CPL. PR agreed that it is helpful for teachers to 
observe an example lesson in this way, and to see different practices. He said that the 
school is aiming for more uniform standards in lesson delivery. 

Student Voice 
MA asked how the questions put to students in Student Voice meetings are decided. FHD 
explained that the students themselves devise the questions, which are divided up under 
Teaching and Learning headings e.g.’ I find my lessons interesting and engaging’, ‘My 
teachers control classes well and behaviour is good’, ‘By the end of my lessons I know more 
than when I started’. 

Parent Partnership 
SB asked how other schools form partnerships with parents. ERZ replied that most other 
schools do not do as much work in this area as FHD/Oathall. There was a discussion about 
the difficulties of engaging parents, and about the low numbers attending recent sessions. 
ZJ reported from experience that an offer of childcare can have good results.  

CPL for support staff 
RC asked if improvements in support staff CPL, empower support staff to ask for training 
and help, and to share good practice. FHD reported that she has found individual support 
staff more willing to leave their ‘comfort zone’ e.g. volunteering to present a CPL session. 
She expressed her pride in the staff in this matter. 

Lesson Observations 
ZJ asked how feedback is given to teaching staff – is it via formal meetings or more 
informally? FHD asked PR (as a teacher) to share his experience. PR reported that feedback 
is given informally at faculty meetings, and that there are also one-to-ones, but that the 
format used tends to be positive questioning e.g. ‘What do you feel were the strengths or 
weaknesses of the lesson?’ ZJ shared with Governors the fact that changes in lesson 
observation feedback are occurring across the profession: it should be non-judgemental, as 
opposed to focussing on ‘top-down’ comment. It is only possible to tell if progress is actually 
happening by looking at students’ work over time, and not via a one off lesson observation. 
 
‘Attitude to Learning’ grades 
ZJ asked for explanation of recent changes in the way grades are assigned. She mentioned 
that some students feel that harsher grades are given for minor infractions. ERZ said 
explained that the aim of changes in practice has been consistency. In the past, for instance, 
a student could gain a high grade via behaviour in lessons, while contravening uniform 
rules. 

Staff Wellbeing and Workload Survey 
A new Email Protocol document had been tabled before the meeting, which had been 
created partly in response to survey answers. 
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JH asked whether there are set hours during which a member of staff is not expected to 
view or answer email. FHD said that there is no expectation that staff will respond to emails 
outside hours. ERZ added that the matter falls within the school’s duty of care to staff, and 
the aim is to ensure a good work/life balance. Hours are not proscribed, because staff work 
in different ways and at varied times of day and week. JH asked if teachers are asked to 
sign the Working Time Directive. ERZ said that they are not. He explained that he is allowed 
to direct up to 1265 hours across the year and this calculation is shared via the annual 
directed time budget. ZJ asked whether, in fact, teachers are contracted to undertake 
tasks as the Headteacher directs. ERZ said yes, but he can only direct time according to the 
statutory teachers’ pay and conditions. JH asked if the school offers any sort of physical 
device for staff to use as an ‘alarm’ when working at home for periods of time that might 
get out of hand. ERZ said no, but that the school does what it can to reduce this problem. 
JH asked if there is a member of staff in charge of monitoring issues of staff wellbeing. ERZ 
said that this isn’t possible, but the meeting agreed that the topic is very much on the 
agenda of the wider profession, and that it is good that Oathall is addressing it.  

MA noted that the survey raises issues of management and leadership. He asked how the 
college proposes to look at improvements in how staff are managed, with the aim of 
reducing stress and improving motivation. He asked if a code of best practice might be a 
helpful addition, or a ‘house style’ of management, with a focus on the human element. 
The meeting agreed that small details can be powerful in good management – day-to-day 
praise and celebration of achievement. The meeting also agreed that sometimes it is 
assumed that a teacher progressing into management has a full complement of necessary 
skills, when they do not. FHD said that this will be a priority in next year’s CPL focus, and 
that all levels of management need to be looked at. RC asked if an INSET should be devoted 
to staff wellbeing, and the meeting discussed past similar events, well received, at which 
staff learned wellbeing techniques. ERZ agreed with JH that the college can perhaps learn 
from the private sector in this regard. 

The governors thanked FHD for her presentation, and she left the meeting 

4 APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 14th May February 2018  

Minutes of the meeting held on 14th May 2018 were tabled to the meeting, approved as a 
true record following some amendments by Governors. They will be signed by the Chair 
following the meeting, with the approval of the Governors.   

Part Two minutes of the meeting held on 14th May 2018 were tabled, approved as a true 
record and duly signed by the Chair. 

RC noted that an Action Log has been added to the minutes, and will appear on every issue 
of minutes. 
Actions reviewed at this meeting: 
Employed students working unsupervised on the farm out of hours 
 ERZ had consulted HR on the legal position, and they reported that the risk assessment 
already in place covers this area. ZJ suggested that John Blackholly should reinforce 
instructions to students about how to contact him and other relevant staff if difficulties or 

 
 
 
AC/RC 
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emergencies arise. 

2. Minuting of Strand meetings.  
RC reported that Governors may now ask AC to attend their meetings and minute them. RC 
said that it is clear that governors often struggle to arrange Strand meetings, with their own 
commitments and the busy lives of LT. Extra work is done trying to make arrangements ad 
hoc. She proposed that dates of Strand meetings be planned at the start of the academic 
year, and the schedule provided to the school. RC suggested Thursdays, with meetings 
beginning at about 3.30 or 4pm. AC and RC will draft a schedule of meetings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AC/RC 

5 MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS 
none 

  
 

6 URGENT MATTERS 
none 

 

7 POLICIES & PROCEDURES REVIEW 

Behaviour policy 
MA asked about the wording ‘The governing body will ... monitor the policy’s 
effectiveness’. He asked how such monitoring might be achieved. There was a wide-
ranging discussion about ways in which governors can ask LT for evidence, or can view 
effectiveness ‘on the ground’ (e.g. via LT reports and updates, attendance at exclusion 
hearings, or viewing data on use of the inclusion room). RC added that governors see 
effectiveness tested whenever the policy is transgressed. MA suggested that governors 
should be more specific in asking how the school carries out the policy, but some governors 
felt this was a procedural matter rather than for inclusion in policy. There was further 
discussion on the role of the governor, and the distinction between making judgements and 
eliciting information (which governor training indicates is the GB’s task). ERZ laid out the 
various ways in which governors influence policy. Some governors still felt that more 
evidence should be offered to them in their work, to indicate whether policies are effective. 
The Behaviour policy was approved. 
 
Off-site Education policy 
MA asked if wording might be included indicating what the school expects students to 
gain from trips, and what students should expect during their time at Oathall. He asked 
what the governors see as the value. ERZ questioned whether this is a matter for policy, and 
other governors suggested a separate ‘vision statement’. ZJ pointed out that laying out 
expectations might lead to students and parents believing that there are guaranteed trip 
places, and/or anxiety about finding money for trips. ERZ reminded the meeting that the 
policy does not include charging for trips. 
The governors discussed the nature of trips and their value, and ERZ said that a review is 
underway. Its aim is partly to decrease the number of days that class teachers spend on 
trips, creating a need for cover teaching. Under consideration are other possible ways of 
managing off-site education e.g. offering trips and visits in short ‘blocks’ of days. Any 
changes will be monitored carefully. Laura Gyngell is leading the work, alongside the faculty 
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enrichment leaders, taking into consideration student entitlement. The governors decided 
to revisit the matter with Laura. 
 ZJ agreed that if trips offered were to change, any vision statement would have to be 
altered. MA said that he had viewed off-site education policies of other schools, and found 
them to be more specific than the Oathall policy. 
It was agreed that the opening paragraphs of the policy are sufficient, but that the 
governors will talk to Toby Houghton and FHD about separate consideration of vision. 
The policy was approved. 

8 BUSINESS REPORT 
Fire evacuation 
NW reported that she was involved, as an invigilator, in the recent unplanned fire 
evacuation, and that it was managed with calmness and efficiency. ERZ reported that the 
unexpected alarm confirmed the school’s concerns about the poor ‘zoning’ of the alarm 
system. It proved impossible to identify the source of this triggered alarm (presumed to be a 
fault), because areas of the building are inappropriately linked. As new building work is 
done (e.g. SAM block) these areas of the school will be given their own alarm zone. The 
state of the older areas is regularly raised with WS, with as yet no substantive response. JH 
asked if the SAM block has a sprinkler system, and ERZ replied that it doesn’t; its structure 
(e.g. two floors only) means that it did not require one. 

Summary of accounts 2017-18 
The governors confirmed that they approve the summary of accounts. 

PTA 
MA congratulated the PTA on the ongoing success of its crowdfunding campaign, and the 
meeting agreed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 ACADEMY/LOCALITY ISSUES 
RC reported on her struggle to persuade Chairs at other locality schools to share good 
practice and training. Some governors suggested that going ahead without the full 
complement might be good enough. MA said that the fact that teaching staff are 
collaborating across the locality is the important thing. RC will keep trying to communicate. 

 
 
 
 
RC 

10 CHAIR’S REPORT  
RC and JH have attended Monitoring training, and RC will be attending Safe Recruitment 
training. JH has attended Safeguarding training.  
RC and JH attended the second stage of the Army youth engagement programme event, 
and reported that it ranged far beyond a ‘join the army’ theme. The army offers various 
programmes, e.g. 2-day confidence building sessions for girls, as well as problem solving 
events, heritage trips to battle sites and outdoor activities. The army provides a platform for 
a wide range of professional and technical skills training, and jobs. Army staff showed 
interest in Oathall’s Pupil Premium work, and how the school educates challenged students, 
and are keen to visit the school and find out how they can support. 
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11 HEADTEACHER’S REPORT 
 
Student matters 
Year 11 exams are almost over. Year 10s have been given the opportunity to experience 
‘real’ exam conditions whilst the hall is set up for GSCEs. The governors congratulated new 
Exams Administrator Tracey Andrews on her hard work and success over recent weeks. 
MA asked about the truth of reports of serious exam stress, possibly as a result of new 
exam specs or number of exams  – panic attacks and similar. ERZ said that there have been 
some ‘wobbles’, but there is no evidence of a causal effect of the new examinations per se. 
ZJ and MA pointed out that exams are harder, and students take more exams in the 
summer term.  
 
ERZ has written to the Director of Education and Skills asking for confirmation the necessary 
support for a new student (arriving in September) who uses a wheelchair. The school and 
the student’s parent will continue to press. 

Pupil Premium Strategy 
An adviser visit is due, and ERZ will bring a report to the July FGB. 

Staffing 
The last round of appointments of this year takes place shortly, including a new PE/Inclusion 
Manager post for which there is a large field. 
The longstanding Maths vacancy has been filled with an excellent candidate who has made 
a decision to leave a deputy head role and return to the classroom. Another Maths teacher 
has resigned very recently, but there is a promising applicant for the post. 

Events 
Macbeth opens next week, June 26th & 27th and the Prom, this year at Plumpton College, 
will be held on June 29th. 
The school made a good impression at the recent South of England Show, with a large 
display tent. The Oathall Bake-Off featured in the WI tent, and an Oathall student took first 
prize in the Craftsman of the Year tent, with their chessboard. Students were excellent 
ambassadors for the school: JH confirmed that he heard positive comments at the show 
about the students. 
JH asked if the report he heard at the South of England Show – of the new Horticulture 
Development Programme being confirmed – is true. ERZ said that we are in discussion with 
a former student about expanding the farm’s horticultural capabilities. 

SAM block 
Fittings are in place, with some carpeting, and the tarmacking of the entrance slope, still to 
be completed. Teachers’ ‘walls’ are in place in classrooms. Loose furnishings (tables and 
chairs) arrive soon. Paul Nurse, geneticist, Nobel Laureate and former President of the Royal 
Society will attend the opening ceremony and give an address. 
ERZ gave further details of the screens donated by Toshiba. They are large monitors that will 
be tiled onto stairwell walls. Others will be installed in Piccadilly Circus. They can provide a 
wide range of displayed information e.g. instructions to staff and students when fire alarms 
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sound, and they could potentially respond to passing RFID tags with personalised 
information and guidance. Additional signage will indicate that they have been donated by 
Toshiba. The company provides them as a gift ‘in kind’ – Toshiba is keen to get feedback on 
their use, especially with reference to their software, which is provided by SignsStix, one of 
Toshiba’s new partners. 

West Sussex Link Adviser 
A new adviser, Claire Conley-Harper, has been appointed and to replace Chris James, and 
will visit Oathall soon. 

Minibus 
RC asked whether the arrangements for Fairfax providing a new school minibus are 
complete. ERZ said that the only action outstanding is to provide details for the bus signage 
to Fairfax. 

12 OUTSIDE EDUCATIONAL VISITS 
No further reports 

 

13  SAFEGUARDING 
No report 

 

14 PUPIL PREMIUM MATTERS 
No report 

 

15 ATTENDANCE 
No report 

 

16 FARM MATTERS 
No report 

 

17 GOVERNORS' VISITS & INDIVIDUAL REPORTS 
NW has visited the school to invigilate exams, and has invigilated exams on a one-to-one 
basis. 

 

14 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
ZJ and RC will meet to arrange a summer social for governors. 
 

 
ZJ/RC 

 
Meeting closed at 21:30 hrs 

 

 DATE & VENUE OF NEXT MEETINGS (to be held at 7.00 pm, in DT27)  
Summer Term 2018: 16th July. 
Autumn term 2018: 17th September; 8th October; 12th November; 10th December 
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Distribution:  Governing Body, Leadership Team, Head’s PA, WSCC 
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FGB meeting action log 
 
 

Meeting at which 
action raised 

Details Who? Timescale Completed? 

14.5.18 Report for the Governors on 
school’s attitude to and practices in 
target-setting 

ERZ 
(TDH) 

For July FGB  

14.5.18/18.6.18 RC to ask locality schools what 
training they might consider 
sharing. 

RC By end of year.  

14.5.18 Present Governors with a list of 
possible training events for Jan ‘19 

RC By end of year.  

14.5.18 Pupil Premium WP – report on RC/BB/ZJ July FGB  

18.6.18 RC to sign May FGB minutes RC/AC By 26.6.18  

18.6.18 Draft a schedule of Strand meetings 
for Sept, to be shared with LT/HP 

RC/AC July FGB  

18.6.18 Arrange Governors’ social ZJ/RC July FGB  

Completed actions 

Meeting at which 
action raised 

Details Who? Timescale Completed? 

14.5.18 Liaise with JB re June visit of 
Governors to farm 

AC asap yes 

14.5.18 Consult HR on legal position of 
students’ out-of-hours/unsupervised 
farm working 

ERZ By June FGB Yes – see minutes, 
above 

14.5.18 Determine whether and how many 
strand meetings will be minuted 

RC/AC For June FGB 25.5.18 

14.5.18 Governors to read Staff Wellbeing 
Survey and bring back questions 

All 
Governor
s 

For June FGB Yes. Q’s asked at FGB 

14.5.18 Confirm whether Governor-led 
training, delivered to other 
governors following WSCC sessions, 
counts. 

RC June FGB Yes – a governor may 
report on their 
training , but this 
does not mean I can 
be included in other 
governor personal 
training records. 

14.5.18 Contact likely individuals in local 
science and tech businesses to 
source speaker to open SAM Block 

JH By September 
opening date 

Superseded by 
booking of speaker 

 


